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Abstract

The work presented in this article focuses on a positioning and inspection contactless system aiming at improving the accuracy of the micro-EDM machining of film-cooling channels in turbine blades. These components are freeform and characterized by relatively high levels of uncertainty, which leads to a difficult on-machine positioning relying on traditional methods such as precision mechanical jigs and mechanical touch probes. The presented system is based on the 3D acquisition of the work piece via a laser triangulation sensor integrated in the micro-EDM machine tool. This system allows the acquisition of millions of data points and so to correct the work piece position inside the machine tool reference frame by means of dedicated algorithms based on surface fitting principles. Furthermore, the capabilities of the chosen sensor allow for the after work inspection of the machined work piece.

The system has been developed in close collaboration with SARIX SA, a Swiss machine tool manufacturer, and the experimental campaign is hereby included.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few years, there has been a continuous growth of gas turbines efficiency, leading to an even more demanding request for the blades and vanes cooling technology, enabled by channels on the blade surface. These channels are micro-features characterized by small size diameters, in the range from 0.08 mm to 0.3 mm, and length up to 30 times the diameter. Studies on the effects of the manufacturing of these cooling channels show that deviations from nominal positioning have a significant impact on the overall turbine efficiency ([1], [2]).

Traditional positioning techniques ([3], [4], [5]) provide accurate and repeatable positioning, but cannot take into account for the work piece geometrical variability and presence of local defects. Moreover, a common practice with these components is the product repair, which obviously faces even higher geometrical variations. A few machine tool producers have developed on-board contact based systems [6] using touch probes, which leads to relatively high cycle times and to a lack of robustness, due mainly to the small number of data points acquired.

The present paper describes the structure and the calibration procedure of an experimental system for automatically correcting the position of freeform shaped work pieces in the machine tool workspace, compensating for machine fixture errors and minimizing effects of work piece geometrical deviations with unprecedented accuracy, repeatability and cycle time. The method has been implemented, tested and industrialized on a high precision industrial micro-Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) machine tool from a Swiss manufacturer (SARIX SA – www.sarix.com).

2. Positioning method and setup

This article will focus on the calibration of the developed on-board positioning system based on laser triangulation principle. This calibration procedure is necessary to express the measurements performed by the sensor into the machine tool reference frame, which requires to define the transformation matrixes between the sensor and the machine tool reference systems, in terms of offset angles and translations.

The machine tool used for this experiment is the “sarix SX200 aero” which is specifically designed for aerospace applications. The machine carries an electrode which functions both as a tool and as a tactile measurement probe. The basic principle is to measure a set of reference points on a calibration artefact with both the proposed system and the machine tool built-in probe.

2.1. Integration solution

A mechanical actuated arm (Figure 1) has been developed for the specific use in order to satisfy all requirements in terms of precision, workspace loss and sensor protection.

The sensor is moved in and out of the workspace thanks to a rotary actuator and the arm geometry and position are adjustable so to adapt to different machine heads, work pieces and machine tool configurations. During measuring operations...
the rotary movement places the sensor within the machine tool workspace allowing to minimize the distance between sensor and tool head and consequently minimizing the workspace loss, while during machining operations allows to move the sensor out of the way, free of any impediment the machine and protecting the sensor. The repeatability of the movement is guaranteed by a precision conical adjustable jig mounted on the arm.

### 2.2. Calibration artefact

A calibration artefact (Figure 2) has been developed to allow the calculation of the aforementioned matrixes. The artefact is specifically designed to allow the extraction of reference points with both measurement systems: tactile (using the machine tool probe) and optical (with the integrated laser triangulation sensor). The former requires regular fine grinded geometries and a highly electrically conductive material, while the latter sufficiently large reference surfaces and adequately reflective material and surface finish.

![Figure 2 Calibration artefact](image)

The calibration algorithm relies only on relative measurements; subsequently the calibration of the artefact itself is not required.

### 2.3. Calibration procedure

The artefact is mounted on the machine tool work plate, and the reference points are measured by both the laser triangulation sensor and the machine tool touch probe. The transformation matrixes are then calculated by comparing the coordinates of these reference points in the two reference systems. Specifically, the cones/holes \((C_1, C_2, C_3)\) centres are used to measure the translation vector that expresses the translation between the machine tool end effector and the sensor reference frame, while the inclinations of the calibrated planes are used to calculate the rotation matrix that expresses the rotation between the two reference systems. Squares slot centres \((Q_1, Q_2, Q_3)\) are used as reference at the end of the process to double-check the calculated transformation matrixes.

### 3. Calibration results

Summary table of data representing maximum, minimum and average values relative to the X-Y coordinates measured 17 consecutive times of the three reference points on the calibration artefact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>X Coordinate [nm]</th>
<th>Y Coordinate [nm]</th>
<th>Average [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>201,1481</td>
<td>136,7003</td>
<td>201,1489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>208,4199</td>
<td>140,2061</td>
<td>208,4209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>208,4168</td>
<td>133,2073</td>
<td>208,4179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the designed system demonstrated to be a valid method for the positioning and the on-board inspection of freeform shaped parts in high precision machine tools. The amount of information on each single machined component enabled by the adoption of this method paves the way for further developments, which have already started in the form of new research projects involving also other European universities and large gas turbine industries.

At the present moment, we are working with our partner Sarix sa in order to industrialize the system, which will become soon a product sold as an accessory on their machine tools.
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